Noble Metal Nanostructure Synthesis at the Liquid-Substrate Interface: New Structures, New Insights, and New Possibilities.
Modern technologically driven societies could not exist in their current form if it were not for a great many synthetic achievements reliant on solution-based chemistry and substrate-based processing techniques. It is, hence, not surprising that these same materials preparation techniques have given rise to an impressive list of functional nanomaterials including those derived from noble metals, a class of materials renowned for their extraordinary optical and catalytic properties. Acting as the foundation for substrate-based processing is a collection of techniques such as physical and chemical vapor deposition, epitaxy, self- and directed assembly, and a host of lithographic methods. These techniques allow for precise control over nanostructure placement, but where the fabrication of sophisticated architectures and sub-50 nm feature sizes are often unattainable or reliant on the use of technically demanding cost-prohibitive routes. In contrast, solution-based chemistry allows for the formation of complex nanostructures while maintaining synthetic ease, cost-effectiveness, and exacting control over monodispersity, size, shape, composition, and crystallinity. While many methods exist for the dispersal of colloids onto substrates, few are capable of achieving nanostructure ensembles where nanostructure placement allows for true long-range order as well as control over the crystallographic alignment of the nanostructures relative to each other and the underlying substrate. A more exhaustive comparison of these two approaches reveals that, more often than not, a weakness of substrate-based processing is a strength of colloidal synthesis and vice versa. In this Account, we describe a synthetic strategy devised and validated by the Neretina laboratory that integrates the competencies of substrate-based techniques with colloidal chemistry and, in doing so, brings this rich and exciting chemistry and its associated functionalities to the substrate surface. The strategy takes advantage of an impressive collection of seed-mediated solution-based protocols in which dispersed seeds direct noble metal nanostructure formation along orderly reaction pathways. It, however, replaces the seed colloid with substrate-immobilized templates formed in periodic arrays where the crystallographic orientation of the templates is defined by an epitaxial relationship with the substrate. Demonstrated are syntheses at the liquid-substrate interface in which organized surfaces of crystalline templates formed through templated dewetting are subjected to galvanic replacement, preferential etching, and/or heterogeneous deposition facilitated by redox reactions in both the presence and absence of capping agents. While the protocols utilized are adapted from some of the most well-studied colloidal syntheses, in no case do they yield reaction products that are identical since the substrate inflicts asymmetries onto the growth mode. We believe that the strategy described herein not only demonstrates a family of nanostructures unobtainable through other means but also establishes a synthetic foundation that offers unprecedented flexibility, expands the palette of accessible template materials, provides a new vantage point from which complex reactions occurring in liquid media can be examined, and has the potential to underpin photovoltaic, catalytic, and sensing applications reliant on substrate-based noble metal nanostructures.